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THE FESTIVAL ARCHIPEL ASSOCIATION SEEKS TO APPOINT A DIRECTOR (70%) 
 
Archipel is a cutting-edge festival formed 27 years ago. Working closely with other artistic disciplines, 
its vocation is to promote the discovery of the contemporary music scene. The Association’s mission 
is to guarantee the development and continuity of the Festival within the cultural context of Geneva 
and Switzerland. 
 
The Festival seeks to appoint a dynamic, open-minded and collaborative Director who supports the 
goal of making Archipel a key element of musical experimentation, both locally and internationally. 
The new Director will assume responsibility for the festival’s artistic, managerial and financial 
departments, and encourage exchanges between disciplines by developing partnerships with cultural 
and academic institutions, both in Geneva and internationally. The new Director will thus continue the 
Festival’s approach of opening up to new audiences by inviting them to discover and experience 
contemporary creation. For the sake of openness and innovation, projects involving the annual 
participation of a guest curator working on part of the programme (e.g. artist or researcher) will be 
favoured. 
 
Required profile: 
Recognised experience in the field of artistic direction and contemporary music 
A taste for initiatives; ability to see the bigger picture and to stimulate others 
Ability to work as part of a team, good interpersonal skills 
Good writing skills 
Fluency in French (spoken and written)  
Knowledge of English and/or German is a real advantage. 
 
 
Start date:  March 2019 (part-time) then March 2020 (70%) 
 
 
Contents of application: 
 

• Outline of a global project for the Festival’s development 
• In line with your project, a proposal for the 2020 edition (in addition to the current Director’s 

programme), based on the emerging scene 
• Short biography including previous experience of planning and work with events involving 

contemporary musical creation 
• Curriculum vitae. 

 
Applications should be sent by 17 December 2018 to: 

Festival Archipel 
Daphné Bengoa, President  
8, rue de la Coulouvrenière, CH - 1204 Genève.  
 
 
Website: www.archipel.org.  
Job description and further information: administration@archipel.org 


